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Throughout the game,
anticipation builds for the
player as the bowl of
golden coins on the
top screen fills, while
Wilds enter the screen
to generate more 
wins for the player.
Roaring Tiger Re-spins
are triggered when
scatter symbols
land on reels two
and three, trigger-
ing a re-spin on reel
four and the chance to
win ten free spins. 

Everi
Phone: (512) 334-7500 
everi.com

WILD WILD JACKPOT GEMS™        
Wild Wild Jackpot

Gems™ i s  one  o f
Everi’s newest for-sale
linked progressive titles
with a ton of upside
where players can 
win progressives with 
combinations of double
and single wild gems. 

With the Doubling
Wild bonus, the 2x
jackpot and jackpot

symbols are wild
and substitute for
any symbol except
jackpot symbols to
make for winning
combinations. One 
2x jackpot symbol 
doubles a winning
non-jackpot combina-

tion while two 2x jackpot symbols pay 4x
a winning non-jackpot combination.
With the Symbol-Triggered Progressive
bonus, three 2x jackpot symbols trigger
the top tier progressive jackpot while
three jackpot symbols award the second
tier progressive at max bet. 

Wild Wild Jackpot Gems is available

on the Player Classic™ Boost cabinet.
Players will appreciate game content 
displayed seamlessly across the Apex U™
topper, updating as players increase their
bets and earn prizes.

IGT
Phone: (702) 669-7777 
igt.com

ADAM LEVINE        
Slot play can turn into a guitar 

giveaway with IGT’s Adam Levine 
Video Slots. In Adam’s Guitar Solo
bonus, players interact with a full-display
guitar to make selections that award
credits and multipliers. If players find five
music notes in the bonus, they are
awarded an Adam Levine collector’s 
guitar and $2,000. 

The title’s jukebox feature offers 
players a choice of seven different 
popular Adam Levine songs to rock out
to during base-game play. Players are
eligible for the top jackpot and guitar
giveaway at all bet levels. Housed on the
CrystalCurve™ Ultra gaming machine,
this 3x5 reel, 40 pay-line game features
a 75-credit cost to cover. 

Konami Gaming
Phone: (702) 616-1400 
gaming.konami.com

GOLD OF TENOCHTITLAN™        
Players can enter a world of ancient

wealth with an entirely new symbol-
driven jackpot journey from Konami
Gaming, Inc. Based on the historic Aztec
city filled with fortune and prosperity,
Gold of Tenochtitlan™ features radiant

gold art elements and
a captivating credit
collect bonus. 

Anytime a credit
prize symbol lands on
each of the first four reels
with a Gold Sun symbol
on reel 5, the Stay &
Spin™ bonus feature is
triggered. Blue credit
prize symbols stay
fixed, while the
remaining red
symbol positions spin
as independent reels.
Players continue to col-
lect instant prizes until all the
reels are filled. Any Gold Sun symbols
that land during the bonus feature trigger
an extra jackpot boost, ranging from $10
to $10,000, as well as an instant award of
all displayed prizes as all symbol positions
reset to unlocked. When players bet max
during the primary game, an additional
row of prizes is awarded during the
bonus, for better odds of achieving the
full $10,000 jackpot boost. 

Gold of Tenochtitlan can be featured
on Konami’s 43” curved Concerto™
Crescent™ or tall Concerto Stack™. 

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
sggaming.com

INVADERS ATTACK FROM THE
PLANET MOOLAH™       

Chase the mythical Unicow on its
largest stage yet. The Invaders from the
Planet Moolah™ are back and creating
pandemoooonium on the reels. Invaders
Attack from the Planet Moolah™ is a 
5-reel, 30-line game showcased on the
dramatic TwinStar® Ultra cabinet 
featuring a 55-inch UHD top screen
that when banked creates an out-of-this-
world community gaming experience. 

Invaders Attack includes all of the game
features players love from the original
classic, including the Cascading Reels 
feature where if a winning combination
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appears, the symbols involved disappear
and are replaced by new symbols. The
number of cascades in a row triggers
and determines the number of free games
during the player-favorite Invasion Free
Plays Bonus, where 12 cascades award
200 free games. Prior to the free games
commencing, players are granted the
new Spaceship Bonus, a spin of a 
two-tiered wheel. The outer wheel
awards the type of free plays bonus to be
played, such as the We’re Multiplying
Bonus with random Wild Multipliers or
the We Want Our Cows Backs Bonus
with added wilds. The inner wheel can
award a Blast Feature that replaces 
11 positions with the same symbol or the
Jackpot Abduction that awards credit
prizes, jackpots, or an additional spin of
the wheel.  

CLASS II
AGS
Phone: (702) 722-6700 
playags.com

KINGDOM CASH PLAINS™             
The mystic and allure of the Great

Plains is captured in AGS’ new Kingdom
Cash Plains™, a high-volatility game in

its Kingdom Cash
family. 

This 50-line, penny
denom game deliv-
ers excitement with
the Kingdom Cash
Bonus, which can 
be won with three
bonu s  s ymbo l s .  
During each level, the
player selects one
hidden option,
revealing either
a  f r e e - s p i n
award, a jackpot
award, or no award.
A single jackpot
symbol awards a
credit prize, while
two or more jackpot
symbols award one of the four
jackpot prizes. The top two jackpot
awards (Grand and Major) are linked
across the family for the potential of
massive wins, while the Minor and 
Mini jackpots are static and scale with 
bet according to the bet multiplier, 
creating incentive to bet higher for 
better rewards on more frequent-
hitting jackpots. 

Ainsworth Game Technology
Phone: (702) 954-3000 
agtslots.com

SUPER VOLCANO 7s              
Everybody loves a wheel. Part of

Ainsworth’s successful Quick Spin series
of games, Super Volcano 7s is now avail-
able exclusively for the Class II market.

Super Volcano 7s is a fixed 40 line game
with a 10 credit ante bet (50 credits).
When the bet is increased, the prizes on
the wheel increase accordingly.

A single wheel spin is triggered by six
or more ‘Wheel’ symbols. The more
‘Wheel’ symbols that appear, the higher
the multiplier that is applied to the win
on the wheel. Players can get up to a 
5x multiplier with 10 or more ‘Wheel’
symbols.

A free games fea-
ture is triggered by
t h r e e  s c a t t e r e d
‘Bonus’ symbols.
Eight free games are
awarded with the
opportunity to retrig-
ger additional free
games. 

Super Volcano 7s
i s  a v a i l a b l e  o n
the premium A640 
and A560SL Noir
cabinets and offers
lower volatility, easy
to understand game-
play and a massive
wheel that stands out
on casino floors. 

Eclipse Gaming
Phone: (770) 277-8783  
eclipsegamingsystems.com

RAGING BULL™               
To win big, sometimes you
just have to grab the bull
b y  t h e  ho rn s .  Fu l l  
of exciting Free Spin 

Over load s™ and  
raging wilds, players
will stampede across
the casino floor to 
be the first to play 
Raging Bull™.  

Raging Bull awards
from five to fifty free

spins and multi-
pliers from 2x to
50x total bet when

two to five scatter
symbols appear in any
position on the left-
most consecutive

reels. Once in the free
game bonus, all wins are doubled and
additional free spins may be awarded.

While enjoying symbols of the 
Great Plains - falcons, rattle snakes and 
bulls - players can lasso the Raging Bull
to win the lucrative progressive jackpot. 
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Everi
Phone: (512) 334-7500  
everi.com

HUNDRED OR GRAND™               
The classic high

denomination stepper
p l a y e r  w i l l  l o v e  
Hundred or Grand™,
a three-reel, one-line
mechanical slot game
that offers straight-
f o rwa rd ,  w i n -o r-
nothing game play.
Players will gravitate
towards the max bet
incentive where they can
activate all three reels
for the largest possible
prize. One and two
grand symbols pays
keep players engaged
even longer for the big
prize. 

Hundred or Grand
is available on Everi’s
Player Classic® 26 cabinet, which
improves upon the classic look and feel
of a slot machine cabinet with its
ergonomically designed player controls,
RGB LED reel front and back lighting,
and a premium three-way sound system. 

Scientific Games
Phone: (702) 897-7150
sggaming.com

ULTIMATE FIRE LINK® - GLACIER
GOLD™ & BY THE BAY™               

Ultimate Fire Link® – By the Bay™
and Ultimate Fire Link® – Glacier
Gold™ are two exhilarating new games
in the successful Ultimate Fire Link
series. The series showcases fast-paced,
progressive games that offer players a
heart-pounding slot experience. Like the
other games in the series, By the Bay and
Glacier Gold feature a free games 
bonus and the action-packed Fire Link 
Feature™, a thrilling lock-and-spin feature
that builds breathtaking excitement with

every fireball that lands on the reels.
The Fire Link Feature is triggered by

four or more Fireball symbols that lock
in place and award three free spins. 
During the free spins, every new Fireball
symbol locks in place
and resets the
free spins. When
a set number 
of Fireballs are
achieved, a new
row is unlocked
and added to 
the reels. Credit 
values and Pro-
gressive Jackpots
are displayed on
the Fireballs,
and increase
in value as rows
unlock. When
no spins remain, the
sum value of all locked Fireballs
is awarded. In By the Bay, there is also a
free games bonus with expanded reels
and Fireballs that award credit prizes.
During Glacier Gold’s free
games bonus, Fireballs also
award credit prizes and 
additional free games can be
won. 

Get these red-hot games
on your casino floor today.

TABLE
GAMES
AGS
Phone: (702) 722-6700 
playags.com

DAI BACC™ WITH
STAX™ PROGRESSIVE             

D a i  B a c c™  i s  a n  
exciting, commission-free 
baccarat game that gives

players more chances to win, and now
features AGS’ award-winning Stax™
progressive, which is based on the 
proprietary Kill Bonus bet. 

Dai Bacc lets players make high-
paying bonus wagers on the player hand,
banker hand, and on the “kill bet” that
enables players to win, even if they have
lost their main wagers. Dai Bacc offers
three side bets: Tiger 7, Ox 6, and the
Kill Bonus. Tiger 7 wins 40-1 when the
banker hand has a three-card total of 
7 and wins. Ox 6 wins 40-1 when the
player has a three-card total of 6 and
wins. The Kill Bonus wins 30-1 two
ways: when the Tiger Bonus bet loses or
ties with a three-card banker 7, or when
the Ox Bonus bet loses or ties with a
three-card player 6.   ®
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